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Mockingjay Hunger Games Trilogy Book 3
In the ruins of a place once known as North America lies the nation of Panem, a shining
Capitol surrounded by twelve outlying districts. The Capitol keeps the districts in line by
forcing them all to send one boy and one girl between the ages of twelve and eighteen
to participate in the annual Hunger Games, a fight to the death on live TV, and the odds
are against all who play. With all four of Suzanne Collins's Hunger Games novels in
one boxed set, you can step into the world of Panem with the 10th annual Hunger
Games, and continue all the way to the electrifying conclusion.
"This book addresses Suzanne Collins's work from a number of literary and cultural
perspectives in an effort to better understand both its significance and appeal.
Assuming that readers are familiar with all three volumes of The Hunger Games, the
book also avoids plot summary and character analysis, instead focusing on the
significance of the story and its characters"--Provided by publisher.
Dans chaque district de Panem, une société reconstruite sur les ruines des États-Unis,
deux adolescents sont choisis pour participer aux Hunger Games. La règle est simple :
tuer ou se faire tuer. Celui qui remporte l'épreuve, le dernier survivant, assure la
prospérité à son district pendant un an. Katniss et Peeta sont les « élus » du district
numéro douze. Les voilà catapultés dans un décor violent, semé de pièges, où la
nourriture est rationnée et, en plus, ils doivent remporter les votes de ceux qui les
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observent derrière leur télé... Alors que les candidats tombent comme des mouches,
que les alliances se font et se défont, Peeta déclare sa flamme pour Katniss à
l'antenne. La jeune fille avoue elle-aussi son amour. Calcul ? Idylle qui se conclura par
la mort d'un des amants ? Un suicide ? Tout est possible, et surtout, tout est faussé au
sein des Hunger Games...
WARNING: This is not the actual book Mockingjay by Suzanne Collins. Do not buy this
reading Sidekick if you are looking for a full copy of this great book. Benefit from the
chapter-by-chapter guide included in this analysis as you explore thought-provoking
messages and insightful themes. Mockingjay, the conclusion to the Hunger Games
trilogy, offers more action, a darker tone, and satisfying conclusions to all subplots.
Mockingjay follows Katniss Everdeen as she joins the rebel fighters of District 13 to
save her friend, Peeta, and defeat the corrupt Capitol. After Peeta is abducted by the
Capitol, Katniss embarks on a physically and emotionally demanding journey. As the
Mockingjay, she is a pawn for the rebels and experiences similarities between her
current role and that of a tribute in the Games. She trains for battle, works to unite
fellow rebels, and plots to capture President Snow while dealing with romantic
complications and the loss of her only home.Suzanne Collins introduces new problems
and characters in Mockingjay while presenting resolutions to the entire trilogy. Katniss
is able to push aside her own grief with the distractions of impending battles against the
Capitol. Suzanne Collins satisfies fans of the trilogy with an enticing storyline and
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engaging characters who fight for ultimate freedom in Mockingjay. Witness your favorite
characters transform as you discover the intense conclusion of the Hunger Games
trilogy.
ABOUT THE BOOK: Against all odds, Katniss Everdeen has survived the Hunger
Games twice. But now that she's made it out of the bloody arena alive, she's still not
safe. The Capitol is angry. The Capitol wants revenge. Who do they think should pay
for the unrest? Katniss. And what's worse, President Snow has made it clear that no
one else is safe either. Not Katniss's family, not her friends, not the people of District
12. Powerful and haunting, this thrilling final installment of Suzanne Collins's
groundbreaking The Hunger Games trilogy promises to be one of the most talked about
books of the year. ABOUT THE AUTHOR Since 1991, Suzanne Collins has been busy
writing for children's television. She has worked on the staffs of several Nickelodeon
shows, including the Emmy-nominated hit Clarissa Explains it All and The Mystery Files
of Shelby Woo. For preschool viewers, she penned multiple stories for the Emmynominated Little Bear and Oswald. She also co-wrote the critically acclaimed
Rankin/Bass Christmas special, Santa, Baby! Most recently she was the Head Writer
for Scholastic Entertainment's Clifford's Puppy Days. The books she is most successful
for in teenage eyes are the Hunger Games, Catching Fire and Mockingjay. These
books have won several awards, including the GA Peach Award.
This Special Edition of The Hunger Games includes the most extensive interview
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Suzanne Collins has given since the publication of The Hunger Games; an absorbing
behind-the-scenes look at the creation of the series; and an engaging archival
conversation between Suzanne Collins and YA legend Walter Dean Myers on writing
about war. The Special Edition answers many questions fans have had over the years,
and gives great insight into the creation of this era-defining work. In the ruins of a place
once known as North America lies the nation of Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded
by twelve outlying districts. The Capitol keeps the districts in line by forcing them all to
send one boy and one girl between the ages of twelve and eighteen to participate in the
annual Hunger Games, a fight to the death on live TV.Sixteen-year-old Katniss
Everdeen regards it as a death sentence when she steps forward to take her sister's
place in the Games. But Katniss has been close to death before-and survival, for her, is
second nature. Still, if she is to win, she will have to start making choices that weigh
survival against humanity and life against love.
??????????????????????????????“??”?????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????“??”???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????“?????”?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????……
Go deeper into the home of the Hunger Games with the creator of the best-known fan
map of Panem • What does Panem look like? • How does Panem define race? • How
do Panem's districts reflect the major themes of the trilogy? • What allusions to our
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world are found in Panem names like Finnick, Johanna, Beetee, Cinna, Everdeen, and
Mellark? The Panem Companion gives fresh insight into Suzanne Collins' trilogy by
looking at the world of the Hunger Games and the forces that kept its citizens divided
since the First Rebellion. With a blend of academic insight and true fan passion, V.
Arrow explores how Panem could have evolved from the America we know today and
uses textual clues to piece together Panem's beliefs about class, ethnicity, culture,
gender, sexuality, and more. Includes an extensive name lexicon and color-illustrated
unofficial map

Suzanne Collins' dystopian trilogy envisions a world where survival and violence
quite literally take the center stage. To maintain order, suppress independence,
and punish past rebellions, the Capitol selects two participants, or tributes, from
each of the twelve districts to fight in an annual televised death match called the
Hunger Games. This compelling edition explores Suzanne Collins' The Hunger
Games through the lens of violence. The book provides biographical information
about the author and offers a perspective on her influences. A series of essays,
which discuss aspects of the novel, focusing on Katniss, her struggles, and the
meaning and impact of violence, allow readers to gain a greater insight into the
intersection between social issues and literature.
The final book in the ground-breaking HUNGER GAMES trilogy, this new foiled
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edition of MOCKINGJAY is available for a limited period of time. Against all odds,
Katniss Everdeen has survived the Hunger Games twice. But now that she's
made it out of the bloody arena alive, she's still not safe. The Capitol is angry.
The Capitol wants revenge. Who do they think should pay for the unrest?
Katniss. And what's worse, President Snow has made it clear that no one else is
safe either. Not Katniss's family, not her friends, not the people of District 12.
The second book in the ground-breaking HUNGER GAMES trilogy. After winning
the brutal Hunger Games, Katniss and Peeta return to their district, hoping for a
peaceful future. But their victory has caused rebellion to break out ... and the
Capitol has decided that someone must pay. As Katniss and Peeta are forced to
visit the districts on the Capitol's Victory Tour, the stakes are higher than ever.
Unless they can convince the world that they are still lost in their love for each
other, the consequences will be horrifying. Then comes the cruellest twist: the
contestants for the next Hunger Games are announced, and Katniss and Peeta
are forced into the arena once more.
?????????????? ?????????????30?? ????????? ????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ??????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……?????
????????????????????????????????????????
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available
from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 31. Chapters: List of
characters in the Hunger Games trilogy, The Hunger Games universe, Katniss
Everdeen, Catching Fire, Mockingjay, Peeta Mellark, Suzanne Collins, Haymitch
Abernathy, Gale Hawthorne. Excerpt: This is a list of characters in the Hunger
Games trilogy, a series of young adult science fiction novels by Suzanne Collins.
Katniss is the 16-year-old protagonist and narrator of the story. Katniss is
normally quiet in school and doesn't bother with gossip and social matters. She
lives with her mother and younger sister Primrose in the poorest district of
Panem, District 12, which is in charge of mining coal for the capitol. Her looks are
typical for those from the Seam (the slums of District 12): long black hair, which
she wears in a braid; olive skin; and gray eyes. Five years before the start of The
Hunger Games, her father is killed in a mining explosion and her mother falls into
a depression. In order to provide for her sister, Katniss begins to hunt in the
woods as her father taught her. In the process, she becomes friends with Gale
Hawthorne. When it comes time to draw the tributes for the 74th annual Hunger
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Games, Katniss' sister Prim's name is drawn, but Katniss volunteers to take her
sister's place, along with the male tribute from District 12, Peeta Mellark. During
the Games, Peeta expresses his love for her on live television, which Katniss
assumes is a ploy to gain attention from rich sponsors, but is later revealed to be
genuine. Halfway through the Games, a new rule is instituted so that both tributes
from a District can become winners. However, when only Peeta and Katniss are
left, the rule is reversed, in an attempt to force one of them to kill the other,
ensuring a more dramatic ending. At that moment, Katniss decides that both of
them should eat poisonous berries called nightlock and die, ensuring the...
This digital collection includes all three books in Suzanne Collins's internationally
bestselling Hunger Games trilogy together with The Ballad of Songbirds and
Snakes. In the ruins of a place once known as North America lies the nation of
Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded by twelve outlying districts. The Capitol
keeps the districts in line by forcing them all to send one boy and one girl
between the ages of twelve and eighteen to participate in the annual Hunger
Games, a fight to the death on live TV...And the odds are against all who
play.With all four of Suzanne Collins's Hunger Games novels in one digital
collection, you can step into the world of Panem with the 10th annual Hunger
Games, and continue all the way to the electrifying conclusion.
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A philosophical exploration of Suzanne Collins's New YorkTimes bestselling
series, just in time for the release ofThe Hunger Games movie Katniss Everdeen
is "the girl who was on fire," but she is alsothe girl who made us think, dream,
question authority, and rebel.The post-apocalyptic world of Panem's twelve
districts is a dividedsociety on the brink of war and struggling to survive, while
theCapitol lives in the lap of luxury and pure contentment. At everyturn in the
Hunger Games trilogy, Katniss, Peeta, Gale, and theirmany allies wrestle with
harrowing choices and ethical dilemmasthat push them to the brink. Is it okay for
Katniss to break thelaw to ensure her family's survival? Do ordinary moral rules
applyin the Arena? Can the world of The Hunger Games shine alight into the
dark corners of our world? Why do we often enjoywatching others suffer? How
can we distinguish between what's Realand Not Real? This book draws on some
of history's most engagingphilosophical thinkers to take you deeper into the story
and itsthemes, such as sacrifice, altruism, moral choice, and gender. Gives you
new insights into the Hunger Games series and its keycharacters, plot lines, and
ideas Examines important themes such as the state of nature, war,celebrity,
authenticity, and social class Applies the perspective of some of world's greatest
minds, suchas Charles Darwin, Thomas Hobbes, Friedrich Nietzsche, Plato,
andImmanuel Kant to the Hunger Games trilogy Covers all three books in the
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Hunger Games trilogy An essential companion for Hunger Games fans, this book
willtake you deeper into the dystopic world of Panem and into the mindsand
motivations of those who occupy it.
Collects all three adventures of Katniss and the District 12 team, as they compete
in the annual televised survival competition pitting young people from each of the
twelve districts of Panem against one another.
Set in a dark vision of the near future, a terrifying reality TV show is taking place. Twelve boys
and twelve girls are forced to appear in a live event called The Hunger Games. There is only
one rule: kill or be killed.
The stunning Hunger Games trilogy is complete! The extraordinary, ground breaking New York
Times bestsellers The Hunger Games and Catching Fire, along with the third book in The
Hunger Games trilogy by Suzanne Collins, Mockingjay, are available for the first time ever in ebook. Stunning, gripping, and powerful.
Suzanne Collins' Hunger Games trilogy is full of characters and plots; if you need help keeping
track of it all, then this can help. The perfect companion to Suzanne Collins' "Mockingjay: The
Hunger Games - Book One," this study guide contains a chapter by chapter analysis of the
book, a summary of the plot, and a guide to major characters and themes.BookCap Study
Guides do not contain text from the actual book, and are not meant to be purchased as
alternatives to reading the book.
Ambition will fuel him. Competition will drive him. But power has its price. It is the morning of
the reaping that will kick off the tenth annual Hunger Games. In the Capitol, eighteen-year-old
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Coriolanus Snow is preparing for his one shot at glory as a mentor in the Games. The oncemighty house of Snow has fallen on hard times, its fate hanging on the slender chance that
Coriolanus will be able to outcharm, outwit, and outmaneuvre his fellow students to mentor the
winning tribute. The odds are against him. He's been given the humiliating assignment of
mentoring the female tribute from District 12, the lowest of the low. Their fates are now
completely intertwined - ; every choice Coriolanus makes could lead to favour or failure,
triumph or ruin. Inside the arena, it will be a fight to the death. Outside the arena, Coriolanus
starts to feel for his doomed tribute... and must weigh his need to follow the rules against his
desire to survive no matter what it takes. Three books, four films and one WORLDWIDE
PHENOMENON, The Hunger Games changed the face of global YA.
??????????? ???????????????????? ????????????????? ????????? ????????????
??????????????????? ?????????????????? ????????????????????????? ??????????????
??????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ?????? ??J.K.??????? I Love It! ????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ?????????????Mary
Renault??????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?
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??????????????????????Helen Simonson???
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????Donna Tartt??? ????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
? ????????????THE LOST BOOKS OF THE ODYSSEY??????????Zachary Mason??? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ?????????????Joanna Trollope????
????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ????????????? ?????PChome Online ????
???????????? ?????????????????????? ??????????????? ???????????? ??????????????????
?????? ?2012??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????? ??Vogue?? ????????????????????????? ??USA
Today ?????????????????????????????? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ???
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ???????????????? ?????????????????? ???????? ?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??O
magazine ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????2012??????????? ????????????????????????????????Mary
Renault?????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????Catherine Conybeare?
?????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
???????????????Mary Renault?????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ?????? ??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????jrue
???????????????????????????????????????BL???????????????????? ????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????MRT
????????????????????????????????????????????????????……?????????????????? ?????elish
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????MRW
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????vernier
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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?????Astraes ???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????Heero
????????????????????????????????????????????……??????????????????? ????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????Enzozach
The third book in Suzanne Collins's phenomenal and worldwide bestselling Hunger Games
trilogy is now available in paperback. My name is Katniss Everdeen. Why am I not dead? I
should be dead. Katniss Everdeen, girl on fire, has survived, even though
WARNING: This is not the actual book Mockingjay by Suzanne Collins. Do not buy this Review
if you are looking for a full copy of this great book.Explore the dark themes presented in
Mockingjay while finding deeper meaning in Katniss' fight against a corrupted government.
This expert review offers critical opinions and covers the book's positive and negative aspects.
Despite the futuristic setting of Mockingjay, Suzanne Collins employs deeper messages that
are relevant to modern audiences. The good pacing and short yet poignant sentences make
this novel accessible to teens as well as adults. Read how Katniss uses her survival instincts to
fight for not only her own life but the lives of everyone in Panem. Sprinkled with hopeful
moments, Mockingjay portrays a dark story that superbly wraps up the Hunger Games
trilogy.In Mockingjay, the final book in the Hunger Games trilogy, Katniss Everdeen agrees to
become a unifying symbol for District 13. Hopeful to save one of her best friends, she joins the
fight against the Capitol while finding solutions to her romantic dilemmas. Suzanne Collins
implements elements of science fiction, romance, and action to craft a compelling conclusion
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to the highly rated trilogy. Read this all-encompassing review of Mockingjay first to get a
complete overview of the book's style, plot, and characters.
Simplified Chinese edition of Mockingjay (The Hunger Games, Book 3) - the top 10 book in
2009 in the US. In Simplified Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Set in a dark vision of the near future, a terrifying reality TV show is taking place. Twelve boys
and twelve girls are forced to appear in a live event called 'The Hunger Games'. There is only
one rule: kill or be killed. When sixteen-year-old Katniss Everdeen steps forward to take her
younger sister's place in the games, she sees it as a death sentence. But Katniss has been
close to death before. For her, survival is second nature.
This beautiful hardcover box set includes all three books in Suzanne Collins's internationally
bestselling Hunger Games trilogy together with The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes. In the
ruins of a place once known as North America lies the nation of Panem, a shining Capitol
surrounded by twelve outlying districts. The Capitol keeps the districts in line by forcing them
all to send one boy and one girl between the ages of twelve and eighteen to participate in the
annual Hunger Games, a fight to the death on live TV... And the odds are against all who play.
With all four of Suzanne Collins's Hunger Games novels in one box set, you can step into the
world of Panem with the 10th annual Hunger Games, and continue all the way to the
electrifying conclusion.
The Hunger Games trilogy is a popular culture success. Embraced by adults as well as
adolescents, Suzanne Collins’s bestselling books have inspired an equally popular film
franchise. But what, if anything, can reading the Hunger Games tell us about what it means to
be human in the world today? What complex social and political issues does the trilogy invite
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readers to explore? Does it merely entertain, or does it also instruct? Bringing together
scholars in literacy education and the humanities, The Politics of Panem: Challenging Genres
examines how the Hunger Games books and films, when approached from the standpoint of
theory, can challenge readers and viewers intellectually. At the same time, by subjecting
Collins’s trilogy to literary criticism, this collection of essays challenges its complexity as an
example of dystopian literature for adolescents. How can applying philosophic frameworks
such as those attributable to Socrates and Foucault to the Hunger Games trilogy deepen our
appreciation for the issues it raises? What, if anything, can we learn from considering fan
responses to the Hunger Games? How might adapting the trilogy for film complicate its ability
to engage in sharp-edged social criticism? By exploring these and other questions, The Politics
of Panem: Challenging Genres invites teachers, students, and fans of the Hunger Games to
consider how Collins’s trilogy, as a representative of young adult dystopian fiction, functions
as a complex narrative. In doing so, it highlights questions and issues that lend themselves to
critical exploration in secondary and college classrooms.
Two-time Hunger Games survivor Katniss Everdeen is targeted by a vengeful Capitol that
vows to make Katniss and all of District 12 pay for the current unrest.
The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakeswill revisit the world of Panem sixty-four years before the
events of The Hunger Games, starting on the morning of the reaping of the Tenth Hunger
Games.
This collection of fresh essays on Suzanne Collins’s epic trilogy spans multiple disciplines.
The contributors probe the trilogy's meaning using theories grounded in historicism, feminism,
humanism, queer theory, as well as cultural, political, and media studies. The essayists
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demonstrate diverse perspectives regarding Collins’s novels but their works have three
elements in common: an appreciation of the trilogy as literature, a belief in its permanent value,
and a need to share both appreciation and belief with fellow readers. The 21 essays that follow
the context-setting introduction are grouped into four parts: Part I “History, Politics, Economics,
and Culture,” Part II “Ethics, Aesthetics, and Identity,” Part III “Resistance, Surveillance, and
Simulacra,” and Part IV “Thematic Parallels and Literary Traditions.” A core bibliography of
dystopian and postapocalyptic works is included, with emphasis on the young adult
category—itself an increasingly crucial part of postmodern culture. Instructors considering this
book for use in a course may request an examination copy here.
ABOUT THE BOOK The Hunger Games, Catching Fire, and Mockingjay, the three books that
comprise The Hunger Games Trilogy, have more than 26 million copies in print, topping
bestseller lists, and have captured the nation’s attention. Catching Fire, the eagerly awaited
sequel to Suzanne Collins’ 2008, The Hunger Games, was published September 1, 2009, with
an initial printing of 350,000 books. There are now more than 750,000 copies of Catching Fire
in print. With the release of the movie version of The Hunger Games, and the forthcoming
movie adaptation of both Catching Fire and Mockingjay, the cultural relevance of these books
is poised to skyrocket. What many people do not know about The Hunger Games books is that
the series comes from a long line of ancestors. While other dystopias like 1984 andFarenheit
451 may immediately spring to mind, there are other, older works which served as an
inspiration for the series. Suzanne Collins cites the Greek myth, Theseus and the Minotaur,
and the story of Spartacus as influencing her stories. The actual idea for the Hunger Games
trilogy came to Collins as she flipped channels between reality TV and actual coverage of the
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war in Afghanistan. That tension, the line between what is seen on screen and what is real, is
clear throughout the series. The Hunger Games books are the third children’s, and second YA
(young adult) book series in recent years to capture a large child, teen, and adult audience
(with the Harry Potter series and the Twilight quartet preceding). To understand the wide
appeal of the Hunger Games books, we can look the issues the books grapple with. Ignoring
the conventions of what topics are appropriate in children’s literature, Collins’ trilogy examines
taboo subjects like the ethics of war, PTSD (Posttraumatic Stress Disorder), extreme poverty,
starvation, and systematic oppression. Collins’ does not flinch from exploring these issues with
her audience and that openness that has brought the books an impressively diverse
readership. EXCERPT FROM THE BOOK Chapters 19–27 Being an experienced swimmer,
Katniss is one of the first to reach the Cornucopia. There she nearly attacks Finnick but sees
him wearing Finnick’s bracelet—a clear indication that she is to ally with him. Finnick retrieves
Peeta (who cannot swim) and together with Mags they enter the jungle. It doesn’t take Katniss
long to identify the force field at the edge of the arena and recognize that the arena is round.
When a deadly fog begins to cause them to affect their nerves, Peeta is unable to walk. Finnick
carries him and Katniss carries Mags, but when Katniss and Finnick grow too numbed by the
fog to carry both Peeta and Mags, Mags walks into the fog, effectively killing herself. Eventually
the fog recedes and Katniss discovers saltwater leeches the poison left by the fog. Later, when
they are all recovered, Peeta is attacked by savage monkeys and one of the District 6
morphlings saves him, dying in his place. Johanna Mason along with Beetee and Wiress join
the alliance. Wiress, who appears mentally unstable, continues to repeat “Tick Tock”. Her
words appear to have no meaning until they lead to Katniss’ realization that the arena is a
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clock with each “hour” section holding a new horror. The next day they go back to the
Cornucopia where they are attacked by the Careers. Wiress is killed and Finnick takes a knife
in order to deflect a spear aimed at Peeta. At this point, Katniss realizes the other tributes are
sacrificing themselves to ensure Peeta’s safety and assumes it is an extension of Haymitch’s
promise to her... ...buy the book to keep reading!
"This publication is unofficial and unauthorized. It has not been prepared, licensed, approved,
authorized or endorsed by Suzanne Collins, her publishers, or Lionsgate Entertainment
Corporation"--Cover.

Suzanne Collins' Hunger Games trilogy is full of characters and plots; if you need
help keeping track of it all, then this can help. The perfect companion to Suzanne
Collins' "Mockingjay: The Hunger Games - Book One," this study guide contains
a chapter by chapter analysis of the book, a summary of the plot, and a guide to
major characters and themes. BookCap Study Guides do not contain text from
the actual book, and are not meant to be purchased as alternatives to reading the
book.
The ultimate companion guide to the blockbuster Hunger Games trilogy For all
those who adore Katniss and Peeta, and can't get enough, this companion guide
to the wildly popular Hunger Games series is a must-read and a terrific gift. Go
deeper into the post-apocalyptic world created by Suzanne Collins than you ever
thought possible—an alternative future where boys and girls are chosen from
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twelve districts to compete in "The Hunger Games," a televised fight-to-thedeath. When sixteen-year-old Katniss learns that her little sister has been
chosen, Kat steps up to fight in her place—and the games begin. This
unauthorized guide takes the reader behind the stage. The Hunger Games
Companion includes fascinating background facts about the action in all three
books, a revealing biography of the author, and amazing insights into the series'
main themes and features--from the nature of evil, to weaponry and rebellions, to
surviving the end of the world. It's everything fans have been hungering for since
the very first book! This book is not authorized by Suzanne Collins, Scholastic
Press or anyone involved in the Hunger Games movie.
Set in a dark vision of the near future, a terrifying reality TV show is taking place.
Twelve boys and twelve girls are forced to appear in a live event called The
Hunger Games. There is only one rule: kill or be killed. When sixteen-year-old
Katniss Everdeen steps forward to take her younger sister's place in the games,
she sees it as a death sentence. But Katniss has been close to death before. For
her, survival is second nature.
Mockingjay
Collects all three adventures of Katniss and the District 12 team, as they compete
in the annual televised survival competition to secure a life of safety and plenty
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for themselves and their families.
??????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????12??18????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ?????????????????Stephenie Meyer???????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????Stephen
King??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ???????????????? ??????????????????????????? ???????????????
???????Kirkus????????? ??????Booklist????????? ?????????????????? ?
?????????????????? ? ?????????????????????top 100? ? ?????????????Barnes
& Noble????????? ? ???????Borders?????????
The Hunger Games is the opening title in a novel series that also constitutes
Catching Fire and Mocking jay. The three titles are jointly referred to as Hunger
Games Trilogy. The first novel was listed as a New York Times Best Seller as
well as the New York Times notable book of 2008. The series has garnered
major praise from several writers, including Stephanie Meyer and Stephen King.
The Guide To Hunger Games Trilogy presents an engaging way to probe into the
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enthralling world of the popular young adult novel series authored by Suzanne
Collins. The resourceful solution offers interpretative insight into the trilogy's
captivating escapades; starting with a detailed profiling of all the main characters
in the series. For each title in the trilogy, a summary of the novel and a set of
solved discussion questions are presented. The Hunger Games guide includes a
thirty-point summary of the key differences between the book and its film
adaptation. To assist the avid readers understand the idea behind the two
sequels, a comprehensive description of the 'secret' of each title is included, as
well as discussions of other contemporary themes in each book. Why Do I Need
This Guide? This must-have guide is a perfect companion for anyone looking for
a vivid introduction to the story or just seeking to construe the most noteworthy
aspects of Hunger Games Trilogy. The interactive 'Book Club Discussion
Questions and Answers' offer a valuable means of gauging the reader's
interpretation of the book on a Q&A basis. Each question is accompanied by a
comprehensive solution; such as the reason behind a character's action or an
interpretation of a particular event or reaction in the adventure. This vital guide
also includes reflection questions to assist the reader in exploring the connection
between the trilogy and today's contemporary society.
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